Washington University
In Saint Louis

One Hundred Nineteenth Commencement
May Sixteenth, Nineteen Hundred Eighty
Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
The National Anthem

O, say! Can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro’ the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro’ the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave,
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave.

The Alma Mater

1
Dear Alma Mater,
Thy name is sweet to me.
Our hearts are all for thee,
Fair Washington.
Thy halls shall honored be
Throughout this great country
For all eternity,
Our Washington.

2
Those days of youth which
All of us spent with thee
Form a dear history,
Fair Washington.
Could they renewed be,
We’d live our days with thee
For all eternity,
Our Washington
A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Whether Paris or Bologna is the first university will probably never be known with certainty. Both date to about 1100, and within a century produced different forms of corporate organization. What we can say, however, is that Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern developed at the University of Paris after a long period of internal discussion among the authorities there.

Paris early attracted thousands of young men in their teens eager for education, but eager too for a good time, most of them being away from home for the first time. Their discipline, and indeed their entire education, fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational matters. In his attempt to perform his office, the Bishop, therefore, attempted to regulate student conduct and claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting as well. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers attached to the cathedral school and also to the various monasteries scattered throughout what was becoming the student (or Latin) quarter. The teachers, like other experts, or masters, of the day, claimed to be the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to approve or disapprove of a student's work, and the right to grant the degree—usually the right to teach anywhere in western Europe.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise which was reached between the Bishop who was attempting to retain his traditional rights and honors, and the teaching masters who were demanding normal rights of guild control. We cannot say precisely how the agreement was reached, but by 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop for the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor, some 750 years later, to the medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its ancient role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present qualified candidates to the Board whose members, sitting with its executive officer, the Chancellor, award the degree. Today the Chancellor and Board act, as did the medieval Bishop, as the final voice in local educational matters, admitting the new bachelors to the privileges of their new "estate" or condition.
An Historic Note on Brookings Hall

Along with several other buildings on campus, Brookings Hall has recently been listed with the National Registry of Historic Places. Formerly known as University Hall, and leased from the University for use as the Administration Building of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, its name was changed to Brookings Hall on June 28, 1928, when Mr. Brookings became President Emeritus of the Board of Directors. The name was officially changed again on April 12, 1929 to Robert S. Brookings Hall. The cornerstone was laid on November 3, 1900.

A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's, with full, pointed sleeves; hanging open; the Master's, with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's, with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet; the hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the faculty or major department:

- White—Arts, Letters, Humanities
- Orange—Engineering
- Lilac—Dentistry
- Drab—Business
- Dark Blue—Philosophy
- Brown—Fine Arts, Architecture, Interior Design
- Golden Yellow—Science
- Purple—Law
- Green—Medicine
- Pink—Music
- Citron—Social Work
- Light Blue—Education

Gold tassels and black tassels, when worn, indicate degree rather than faculty or major department. Thus gold indicates the Ph.D. degree and black indicates the Master's degree.

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.
Order of Procession and Presentation

Grand Marshal ................................. Richard Warren Coles
Honorary Grand Marshal ...................... Oliver Howe Lowry

Faculty Divisions

I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate Council, Speakers, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration
Associate Grand Marshal ...................... Joe Freeman Evans
II Members of the Board of Trustees
Marshall ........................................... Merle Martin Huntsinger
III Deans and Members of the Faculty
Marshall ........................................... Merle Kling

Student Marshals

Divisional banners are being carried by the student marshals of each division who wear red and green tassels. Red and green denote the colors of Washington University. The seal on the banners is the official seal of the University and the color denotes the degree.

I Bachelor of Arts
Marshals ........................................... Steven Howard Albert
                                      Pamela Balls
                                      Thomas Richard Distler
                                      Helen G Honorow
                                      Julia Anne Lieblich
                                      Jeffrey Stephen Stearns

II Bachelor of Science (Engineering)
Master of Science
Doctor of Science
Marshals ........................................... Walter Richard Bosch
                                      Margaret Ann Eastwood
                                      Eric Elliot Johnson
                                      Steven Roger Lindemann

III Master of Architecture
Master of Architecture and Urban Design
Marshall ........................................... Melanie Jane Francis

IV Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Master of Business Administration
Marshals ........................................... Mark Joseph Lincoln
                                      Theresa Jean Schreiber

V Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science in Speech and Hearing
Bachelor of Technology
Master of Data Processing
Marshals ........................................... James Marshall Darrish
                                      James Paul Grayson
                                      Ralph Dean Kube
VI Bachelor of Fine Arts
Master of Fine Arts
MARSHALS ........................................... Susan Gail Borgen
Deborah Clare Galvin

VII Master of Social Work
MARSHALS ........................................... A K M Abdul Mannan
Maureen Louise McDonald

VIII Master of Juridical Studies
Doctor of Law
Master of Laws
MARSHALS ........................................... Renee M Friedman
Michele Marie Lowe
Wayne David Struble

IX Doctor of Dental Medicine
Master of Science in Oral Pathology
Master of Science in Orthodontics
Master of Science in Pathology Education
MARSHAL ........................................... Kevin Martin Walsh

X Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Health Administration
Doctor of Medicine
MARSHALS ........................................... Debra Ann Collins
Robin Lee Heise
Susan Elizabeth Raddatz
Thomas Anthony Rupp
Ray Lannom Watts

XI Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Arts in Writing
Master of Music
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Advanced Graduate Certificate in Education
MARSHALS ........................................... Dieter W Adolphs
Thelda Ann VanMatre

XII Doctor of Education
Doctor of Philosophy
MARSHALS ........................................... Lois Anne Daniels
Philip B Fraundorf

The asterisk beside a student’s name indicates combined degree recipient.

The recession will follow the same order as the procession.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession
THE PARKWAY WEST SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL BAND
Directed By
John Baker

The National Anthem
MARGARET GENE BOYER

Student Address
SCOTT CULLEN BURRIS
Graduating Senior

Address
PHILIP HANDLER
President
National Academy of Sciences
“Science and the American Future”

Conferring of Degrees
WILLIAM HENRY DANFORTH
Chancellor of the University

The Alma Mater
MARGARET GENE BOYER

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremonies, the audience will remain seated until the procession has left the Quadrangle.
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1979-80.

KARL ALLEN HILL
Professor of Business Administration
At Washington University since 1968

LEWIS BOOTH HILTON
Professor of Music
At Washington University since 1951

LORRAINE FRANCES LAKE
Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy
At Washington University since 1949

CHARLES LEON LAPP
Professor of Marketing
At Washington University since 1950

ROSS MYRON TRUMP
Professor of Business Administration
At Washington University since 1949

ROSALE HANKEY WAX
Professor of Anthropology
At Washington University since 1973

SAMUEL ISAAC WEISSMAN
Professor of Chemistry
At Washington University since 1946

EDWARD GEORGE WELTIN
Professor of History
At Washington University since 1947
HONORARY DEGREES

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

LOUIS CLARK BROCK, athlete and executive, achieved international fame as a major league "All-Star-Superstar" baseball player. Beginning his major league career with the Chicago Cubs in 1961, he joined the St. Louis Cardinals three years later and was an outstanding player for that team for fourteen seasons. The first active player to have an award named after him (the "Lou Brock Award for Stolen Bases"), he stole a record-breaking 938 bases—the last one in the final week of play in September 1979. A month earlier, in August 1979, he had become the fourteenth major league player to get three thousand hits. The only player in the major leagues to have accomplished this dual feat, he holds many other records for outstanding performance. Honored at "Lou Brock Day" in St. Louis on September 9, 1979, he subsequently was invited to the White House and to a benefit dinner where the Lou Brock Scholarship Fund was established. Now retired as a player, he is involved in business and civic affairs. He is the recipient of the Roberto Clemente Baseball Award ("given to the player who best exemplifies the spirit of baseball both on and off the field"), the City of Hope Award, the St. Louis Award, and numerous other awards. Lou Brock majored in mathematics for three years at Southern University, where he was named to the All SWAC (Southwestern Athletic Conference) Baseball Team in 1959 and 1960. He was also chosen a member of the United States Pan American team in 1959, the highest honor that can be accorded a collegiate baseball player.

DIETRICH GERHARD, historian and educator, is William Eliot Smith Professor Emeritus of History at Washington University, where he has been a member of the faculty since 1936. While teaching here, he also was affiliated part-time with various German institutions. He has served as professor for American studies and director of the Amerika Institut, University of Cologne, 1955 to 1961, where he is now professor emeritus; president, Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer American Studies; member, Council of the European Association for American Studies; director, modern history section, Max-Planck-Institut fuer Geschichte, Goettingen; and he is a member of the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft and the Goettingen Academy of Science. Professor Gerhard studied in Berlin, where he was born, and at Heidelberg. He earned the Doctor of Philosophy degree from the University of Berlin in 1923. In this country he has also taught at Harvard and Cornell universities, and he was Neilson professor at Smith College from 1967 to 1968. Professor Gerhard has been a Rockefeller Fellow, a Guggenheim Fellow and a Fellow of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, New Jersey. He is the author of numerous scholarly works. His most recent publication is an autobiographical article, "From European to American History: A Comparative View," which appeared in the British Journal of American Studies this year.
DOCTOR OF LAWS

William Edward Simon, financier and former Presidential advisor, is senior consultant, Blyth Eastman Dillon & Company, Incorporated. He is also consultant and chairman of the advisory committee of Brazilinvest. Mr. Simon began his Wall Street career as a management trainee at Union Securities in 1952, joined Weeden and Company as vice-president five years later, and in 1964 became a senior partner and a member of the executive committee of Salomon Brothers in New York City. In 1973, he moved to Washington, D.C., to focus all of his efforts on public service. He was named Deputy Secretary of the Treasury and assumed an additional position as this nation’s first “energy czar.” On May 4, 1974, President Richard M. Nixon appointed him the sixty-third Secretary of the Treasury, a post he continued to hold when Gerald R. Ford became the chief executive of the United States. Leaving the Cabinet in 1977, Mr. Simon wrote of his governmental experiences in a candid book, A Time For Truth, published the following year. He is presently a member of the boards of directors of six firms. His avocational interests are eclectic, ranging from services as President of the John M. Olin Foundation to membership on the board of directors of the Damon Runyon-Walter Winchell Cancer Fund. Mr. Simon earned the Bachelor of Arts degree from Lafayette College, which he serves as a trustee, chairman of the financial policy committee, and member of the executive committee.

DOCTOR OF LETTERS

Siegfried Unseld, German publisher, editor, writer and scholar, heads the distinguished firms of Suhrkamp Verlag, established by the late Peter Suhrkamp, and Insel Verlag. These two houses in Frankfurt have published an outstanding collection of contemporary and classical German literature, and also skillful translations of such authors as Samuel Beckett, T. S. Eliot, James Joyce and Marcel Proust. As a young man, Dr. Unseld was singled out by Henry Kissinger, who invited him to participate in the famous “International Seminar” at Harvard University in 1955. Siegfried Unseld has been credited with nurturing the so-called “Suhrkamp culture” which dominates much of Germany’s literary and intellectual life. Of its influence, the well-known writer George Steiner has observed: “The publishing firm of Suhrkamp has created a modern philosophic canon . . . and has filled German bookshelves with the presence of that German-Jewish intellectual and nervous genius which Nazism sought to obliterate.” Dr. Unseld, an ardent admirer of Hermann Hesse, has written two books on the famous author, and has edited the Correspondence between Hesse and Suhrkamp. He has written and edited numerous other works. An English translation of his book The Author and His Publisher is just off the press. He earned the doctorate at the University of Tübingen in 1951.
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

PHILIP HANDLER, scientist, educator and government savant, has been president of the National Academy of Sciences since 1969. He is James B. Duke Professor of Biochemistry at Duke University School of Medicine (on leave), and he is also Distinguished Professor of Medical Science at George Washington University. Dr. Handler’s career has been characterized by dedicated public service. He is internationally recognized for his many contributions to government and higher education. He has been advisor to various bodies within the National Institutes of Health and he has also been a leader of important components of the National Science Foundation. Dr. Handler has served on the President’s Commission on Heart Disease, Cancer and Stroke, and on the President’s Science Advisory Committee. The recipient of numerous awards and honors, he has been invited to lecture before some of the world’s most prestigious learned societies and educational institutions. He is a prolific writer of papers on biochemistry and diverse speeches, and he is the coauthor of a textbook, Principles of Biochemistry, and editor of Biology and the Future of Man and The Life Sciences, a report published by the Committee on the Life Sciences, National Academy of Sciences. He earned the Bachelor of Science degree from the College of City of New York in 1936, the Doctor of Philosophy degree from the University of Illinois in 1939, and he has received twenty-six honorary degrees.

MILDRED TROTTER, scientist and educator, is professor emeritus and lecturer in the department of anatomy at the Washington University School of Medicine, with which she has been associated for sixty years. She taught anatomy to nearly four thousand students, and directed the course herself from 1941 to 1967. Two Nobel Laureates, the late Earl W. Sutherland, M.D., and Daniel Nathans, M.D., were in her classes. Dr. Trotter is also a noted physical anthropologist, who held a National Research Council Fellowship in that specialty at the University of Oxford from 1925 to 1926. Highlights of her career include her appointment as a visiting professor of anatomy, Makerere University College, Kampala, Uganda, in 1963, and selection in 1956 as the first woman Viking Fund Medalist in Physical Anthropology. She served as president from 1955 to 1957 of the American Association of Physical Anthropologists, which she helped found in 1930. At a symposium on bone biology in her honor presented at this group’s forty-fifth annual meeting in 1976, Stanley M. Garn, professor of nutrition, School of Public Health, University of Michigan, said “She has been responsible for the largest single increase in our knowledge of bone, both as a tissue and as the primary locus of the mineral mass of the human body.” Dr. Trotter earned the Bachelor of Arts degree from Mount Holyoke College in 1920, which also awarded her the honorary Doctor of Science degree in 1960. She earned both the Master of Science and the Doctor of Philosophy degrees from Washington University.

PINDAROS ROY VAGELOS, a scientist and administrator, has been president of Merck Sharp & Dohme Research Laboratories, a division of Merck & Company, Incorporated, since June 1976. An authority on lipids, one of the principal structural materials of living cells, and on enzymes, proteins which act as organic catalysts, he received the 1967 Enzyme Chemistry Award of the American Chemical Society. Dr. Vagelos earned the Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Pennsylvania in 1950, and received the medical degree from Columbia University in 1954. He held a number of positions in cellular physiology and biochemistry at the National Heart Institute from 1956 to 1966, when he became chairman of the department of biological chemistry at the Washington University School of Medicine. He assumed the broader additional responsibilities of director of the University’s division of biology and biomedical sciences in 1973. Dr. Vagelos joined the firm with which he is now associated in June 1975. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa national honor society and Alpha Omega Alpha medical honor society. Dr. Vagelos was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the National Academy of Sciences in 1972, and to the latter group’s Institute of Medicine in 1974. He is a member of the boards of trustees of the Rockefeller University, the Foundation of Microbiology and the Danforth Foundation.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 16, 1980

summa cum laude

Alan Stuart Bock
Scott Cullen Burris
Joel Elliot Caplan
James Michael Close
Thomas Richard Distler
Jody Ann Edelstein
Peter Roberts Jensen
Karl Wei-Han King
Linda Marie Klutho
James Bernard McLindon

magna cum laude

Mark Donald Allendorf
Alfred Estin Avery
April Lynn Bacon
Lynne Golda Breslau
Pamela Sue Cooper
Michael John Costa
Ellen Louise Etheridge
Joseph B Feiner
Francine Sheryl Fishbein
Michelle Frances Gaudette
Laura Bari Greene
Russell Lee Hembree
Robert Hornstein
Elliot Kaplan
Jon David Kirsch
Steven Lloyd Maskin
Joan Marie McDowd
Eric D Mjolsness

cum laude

Steven Howard Albert
Thomas Meyer Battin
Deborah Anne Bianco
Robert Charles Burns
Thomas Gerard Clear
Charles Watterson Davis
Jeremy Michael Devine
Francine Judith Ex

Randi Hope Mozenter
Elizabeth Olmsted
Ann Franklin Paul
James Michael Sosman
Jacqueline Ann Spain
Justin Bruce Starren
James Henry Statlis
Thaddeus McCawley Suits
David Youn...
May 16, 1980

Richard Isaac Leaf
Michael Stewart Ledbetter
Craig Edward Mason
Susan Robina Moses
Steven Mitchell Nadler
Richard Peter Nashleanas
Eric Plutzer

Jason Philip Rosenfeld
Christopher Robert Rossi
Alan David Rossman
Jeff Christopher Schofield
Bruce I Stahnke
Gregory Dean Tripple
Bryan Todd Woken

Rachelle Elaine Ablon
Susan Achenbach
Michael Duane Adams
Sarah Markham Akin
Mary Bushong Alexander
Monica Jewett Allen
Andrew Robert Altman
Christina Lea Alverson
Susan Marie Alverson
Elizabeth Walker Ames
David Andrew Armour
Ilisa Jill Aronow
Jonathan Bruce Aronson
Leslie S Atwood
Davis C Augustine
Neil Jay Aussenberg
Carol Susan Bakal
Craig Colin Balick
Pamela Balls
Victoria Ann Barnard
Margaret Barrie Bartholomew
Sharon Elaine Bassett
Lee Fuller Bearman
Julia Anne Beckett
William E Behrens
Daniel Vincent Belfonteine
Eileen Laura Bell
Richard Michael Benninger
Patricia Sue Berendzen
Susan Wynn Berman
Brad Bernstein
Rebecca E Bernstein
Sharon Eve Bernstein
Bruce Joel Bikson
James Howell Blackburn II
Nancy Dana Bloch
James Picard Blumenthal
Angela Cecilia Bolaños
Mary Margaret Bone

Audrey Ann Borus
Michael Marlen Brady
Claudia Grace Brodie
Judith Robin Brooks
Paul Arthur Brooks
Catherine Burrell Brown
Heidi Singhoff Brown
Lynn Gail Burgin
Barbara Lou Burkhalter
Melanie Renee Cahn
Robert William Carr
Nora Holland Carroll
Keith T Carron
Phillip Scott Cary
John Harold Cassidy III
Terry Anne Chazan
Anthony Joseph Chivetta
Daniel Michael Chudnow
Bruce Charles Cohen
Ethan Daniel Cohen
Harry Milton Cohen
Osvaldo Anselmo Colón Rivera
Marlys Jean Colson
David Ray Compton
Patricia Anne Connelly
Jan Lorraine Cook
Jay Corensweet
Spencer Alan Cortwright
Carol L Couch
Marion Robertson Craig
Julia Eldred Craighill
Donna Margaret Dallal
Robert Talbott Danforth
Rosemary Daus
Pamela Beth Davis
Jeffrey Bennett Doskow
David Michael Dresner
Douglas David Dubner
*Terry Patrick Dyer
Noah Martin Edelson
Micaela Elchediak
Jeffrey James Ellison
Patricia Ann Engelking
Debra Epstein
Scott Eugene Eveloff
Gary Joseph Faerber
Laurie Lee Fajardo
Elizabeth Helen Fell
Jill Ann Ferguson
Sibyl Ann Fine
Carolynn Finegold
Cynthia Neal Finger
Laya Firestone-Seghi
Sharon Rae Fleitman
Flint Woodruff Fowler
Abby Lynn Friedman
Stephen Alexander Friedman
Emily Jo Friend
Edward Jennings Frink, Jr.
Lily Theresa Gage
Beth Robin Gelfond
Nicolina T Genova
Donald Joseph George
Arlene Cooky Gerson
Joan Patricia Gibbons
Pamela Jean Glaser
Sherri Jean Goldberg
Joyce Elaine Golden
Julie Ann Goldflies
Vivian Joy Goldman
Wendy Ellen Goldman
Bernardo Juan Gonzalez
Michael Francis Grasso
Elizabeth Shaw Green
Debra Ann Greenberg
Sandra Lee Greenberg
Robert Thomas Greene
Jacqueline S Griesenbeck
Lynn Louise Grunthaner
Henry Gunst
Carol Louise Hahn
Antun Bahij Hajj-Obeid
Joan E Halbert
Kaye E Haldiman
John Lawrence Hammond, Jr.
Alison Dennett Harris
Stephen Jay Harris
Emily Pearl Hartman
Michael Alan Harwood
George Michael Hecker
Philip Gottfred Henjum
Ofelia Heydrich
Alexandria Stroh Hill
Brent Thoren Hinrichs
May Hnin Hla
James Donald Hobbs
Cathy Nieman Hochman
Steven Aaron Hoffman
Helen G Honorow
Sheila Marie Hopkins
Trent LaVern Hovenga
Ellen Lois Hyson
Bryan James Irvin
John Douglas Irvin
Francine Carol Israel
Louis Robert Jacobson
Rachel Jacobson
Michael Lawrence Jameson
Mildred Denise Jeffries
Diane Patrice Jones
Michael Charles Jones
Betsy Julia Kahn
Deborah Ann Kanter
James Paul Kaseta
Robert Craig Katchen
Pamela Jo Keifert
Fred Tanner Kennell
Peter Michael Kerwin
Michael Richard King
Cynthia Lee Klein
Timothy Allen Kohl
Robin Gail Kolker
Michael Alex Kolodziej
David Peter Kooey
Glenn Erich Kotz
Jean Amy Krum
Sandra Marie Kuhach
Patricia Violet Kupfer
Lorraine Grier Langdon
Marcus Seth Langenegger
Donald R Lassman
Laura Lane Leathers
Stephen Siu-Wing Lee
Susan Caron Lerner
Joseph Mark Levin
David Carleton Lewis
Julia Anne Lieblich
Peter A Liebowitz
December 21, 1979

summa cum laude

Jon Daniel Bosse
David Joel Freedman

magna cum laude

Adam Daniel Helfer
Jay Stuart Robinow

Denise Louise Hartsough
Edward Henry Hausladen

Joan Andrea Sosnoff
Donald Joseph Weiss
December 21, 1979

Larry Christopher Alley
Lisa Jo Anderson
Carol Antoinette Barbier
Heidi Allison Beaver
Kenneth L Below
Christopher Robert Blake
Richard John Boos
Sandra Lynn Borut
Kenneth Joel Bregg
Donald Allen Busbey III
Alice Cande
Walter Wai-Tak Chien
Thomas B Cook
Dean Alan Drazy
Michael George Ermer
Donald Eric Evans
Eric Bradford Fidoten
Oralia C Flores
Deborah Lynn Fredman
Pamela Diane Gilbert
Jonathan Lewis Glashow
Paula Elaine Grant
Joel Paul Haertling
Karen Sue Handler
Lori Carol Hirst
Edward Atherton Hobler
Lynn Kay Juedemann
Phoebe Ann Keene
Thomas Scott Keskey
Susan Klein
Ilene F Lainer

Vicki Sarah Levine
Gregg Great Ka Lok Li
Joseph Rentz Liston
Alan Martin Lloyd
Leonard La-Van Lucas
Lisa Melanie Marvel
Shawn A Morris
Joseph Orrie Morrissey
Mitchell W Nickle
Charlene Ellen Novick
Phyllis Susan Novick
Andrew James Oliner
Kenneth E Olsho
Melanie S Pearlstone
Karen M Rose
Deborah Lee Rosecan
John Robert Sallustio
Lorene Akemi Sato
Robin Diane Scherr
Michael Philip Schneider
Susan Katherine Sheehan
William Melvin Sheppard
James Albert Staab
Jane Elizabeth Trueheart
Cynthia Michele Vespereny
Steven Edward Waggoner
Lynn Gregory Wheeler
Sherry Lue Williamson
Elliot Alan Wolf
Stephen Corey Wren
David Joseph Zacharias

August 17, 1979

summa cum laude

Sean Brendan Carroll

magna cum laude

James Joseph Gibbons

Sheila Santa Savini

cum laude

Gregory Michael Carmack
George Frederick Bashir
Michael Albert Binz
Randall Davey Bird
William K Bixby
Jane Berry Boggs
Robert Francis Boyle
Deborah Marie Caldwell
Harry Charalambous
Christy Ann Christophel
Frank M Cofrancesco
Julie Frances Cohen
Reed Stuart Collins
Mary Karyl Delave
Susan Elaine Dertke
Mary Victoria Dycus
Marc Joel Fink
Sallie Jean Fox
Elaine Fuchs
Ruth Fuglistaller
Susan Frances Gash
Loren Ray Ginsburg
Mitchell Andrew Gluck
Jill Robyn Golde
Christopher Brady Haile
Alicia May Hajdu
Mark Reid Hamilton
Frances Michelle Harris
Lisa Karen Haugsnes
Therese Grant Herman
Joseph Paul Hoeffinger
Andy Holland
Jan Michele Holmes
Irvin Lee Isbell
Samuel Marc Isenstadt
Charles Martin Kaltwasser
Susan Lynn Kanefield
Howard Gary Kaplan
Martha Kaplan
Larry W Kloth
Karen A Labarga
John Russell Lauer
Thomas Christ Lekometros
Sheron Leong
Michael Stuart MacConnell
Kevin James Mahoney
Stuart Lauriston Main
Katherine Jo Mazlish
Grant Luther Mueller
Karl Otto Neidert
Thomas Martin Nephew
Mike Terrence O’Brien
Alene Sue Pielet
Sandra Diane Prevan
Rives Pollard Rea
Alan Stuart Richman
Randa Lynn Rosenblum
Tamara Lee Stein
Elizabeth Bianca Suits
Andrew James Thompson
Sallye Andreé Thompson
* Jerrold Stanley Tiers
Linda Lee Tobey
Tom Andrew Torack
Debra Ann Turner
Steven Paul Weinheimer
Michael Alvin White
Abby Goddard Winkelmeyer
David Holt Worley
Garrett Dean Yocum
Mark Steven Zettler
Peter Martin Zuck
Hugh Steven Zurkuhlen
candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 16, 1980

Bernard Lewis Hayes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 16, 1980

summa cum laude
Steven Roger Lindemann
Kevin Mark Mowery

magna cum laude
Larry Cates Windes

cum laude
Anna Maria Apanel
Jayne Ellen Tobin

May 16, 1980

Thomas Ramon Alvarez
Jeffrey Stephen Baldwin
Kent Michael Bettale
Julie Gay Binder
Michele Rae Catoline
William Patrick Dennler
George Joseph Dirkers
James Dale Eddy
Kevin Michael Egan
Francis Anthony Fote, Jr.
Robert Norman Francois
Mary Laura Therese Guth
Daniel Jeffrey Hiebert
Barbara Anne Hillman
Lorelei Larkin Jacobs
Arthur Winchester Jurema
Linda Chang Sun Kong
Michael Louis LaRocca
Gordon Alan Leong
Stanley T Lum
Susan Marie Manns
Marsha Ann Merkadeau
Nolan Joseph Millet, Jr.
Janice Marie Mitchell
Samer Fahim Naser
Gary Irvin Pasternak
Jason Lee Rogers
Philip Paul Russell
John William Schnarre
Byron Leslie Sims
Larry Alan Spickard
Michael Austin Walker
Billy Cheh Hsing Wang
Anna-Maria Vera Watowich
John Wendall Weston
Kent E Wittler
Scott DeWayne Wolbers
Peter Leung-Tung Young
December 21, 1979

Robert Dean Huff

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 16, 1980

Deborah Marie Archer
David Bruce Brakeman
Gerard D'Amбросio
Eric Robert Forbriger
Borys Ihor Hayda
Michael David Holzknecht
John V Howle
John Michael Joehnk
Gerald Robert Joyce
Dennis Lee Kerby

Patrick Joseph Leahy
Martin Clay Lewis
Nancy Underwood Lynch
Abolghassem Seyed Mahdavi
Ali Mohammed Mahrouki
*James Mitchell Meyer
Salvatore Michael Ruffino, Jr.
David Eugene Stevens, Jr.
Sharon Lynn Taber
Garey Douglas White

December 21, 1979

Amran Bin Abdullah
Alan Walker Blair, Jr.

Thomas Andrew Dieckmann

Adel Ibrahim Henin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 16, 1980
cum laude

David Alan Arnovitz

May 16, 1980

Karen Ann Bartlett
Jeffrey Paul Beatty
Donald Steven Berman
Chris S Blazak
Robert A Byrne, Jr.
Peter Bernard Dyson
*Anthony Patrick Filomena
Susan Beth Jenkins
Karen Lynn Kakazu
Eric W Kiebler

Mau-Don Thi Nguyen
Jim George Pellmann
Mark Thomas Quinn
*Robert Lester Schapp, Jr.
Alan Michael Schkolnik
*Bruce Kenneth Speyer
*James Philip Sterbenz
Chester Alexander Sutkowski, Jr.
*Mark Edward Thompson
Timothy Charles Wolff

August 17, 1979

Jonathan Pearson Hays
Douglas James Hunt

Stan Reuben Teitelbaum
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 16, 1980
summa cum laude
Walter Richard Bosch
Christopher Neil Carlson
*Cynthia Anne Frank
magna cum laude
Alan Joel Mindlin
Steven Frederick Kator
William John Mundy II
cum laude
Gary Robert Sutorius

May 16, 1980
Brian O'Neil Begley
James Grant Bizoff
David Duane Blough
Rick Landes Butler
Maynard R Carlson
Lawrence Norman Cibulka
Earl Norman Dees
Karl David Easthom
Jamal Mohammad Farhat
*Anthony Patrick Filomena
Robert Blake Fultz
John Charles Galanis
Gerhard Karl Glassl
*Kevin Joseph Haar
Dennis Lee Harlan
Barry Wayne Haynes
*Richard Reinhold Heye
Glen Mitchell Homsey
Clarence Yung-Ming Hu
Bradley Alan Koloms
Terrance Dale Lingren
Paul Ross Hosking Martin
Lorna Ellen List
Dean Jerome Miller
Charles R Mynhier, Jr.
Mark Loring Peterson
Heino Reggi Pull
John Robert Schott
Craig Darrell Sherrill
Jerr Lynne Smith
John Oren Smith
*James Philip Sterbenz
John Michael Wachsmann
Donald Edward Weber
Bailey Walter Williams, Jr.
Camellia Mei Ling Yee

December 21, 1979
cum laude
Robert Stephen Burgerman
David Randall Wolter

December 21, 1979
Mary L Bellemare
Seth Barry Brown
Marcelo Molina-Mathieu
David M Perkins
Carol Lynn Peterson
Eric Peter Puetz
Francisco Antonio Sanchez
Timothy Wayne Scott

August 17, 1979
Stephen Siu-Wing Lee
*Jerrold Stanley Tiers
Dana Eliot Wollney
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 16, 1980

Jeffrey Edwin Simpson
Bret Jay Smith

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 16, 1980

summa cum laude

*Stephen Caldwell Cannon

magna cum laude

Glenn Arthur Abramczyk

cum laude

Virginia Susan McAllister
Kamyar Vakhshoorzadeh

May 16, 1980

Madjid Abdel Benchaabane
Ahmed Boudhane
Boudjema Bouhedba
Paul Sheldon Brown
Nancy Jean Cochran
Gregory Finnigin Down
Aziz Dridah
Abdelhalim El-Kheloufi
John Everett Fish
Karol Ann Gasteyer
Faycal Ghebrid
Salah Ghodbane
*John Lawrence Hammond, Jr.
Mustapha Hedar
Clayton Louis Holstun
Francis William Kuensting
Andrew Peter Ladas
Shuen Yuh Lo
*Raymond Anthony Okolischan
Bouabdalla Ouldchik
James Leo Pokorney
David Robert Sanderson
*Stephen Arthur Schaller
George Warren Settle, Jr.
Andrew Gardner Smith
Kevin Arthur Patrick Smith
Thomas Geary Wiedt
Edward Atwater Witt, Jr.
Gilbert S W Wong

December 21, 1979

*Mark Eugene Tohlen

August 17, 1979

Terry Steven Creasy
David Joshua Zeffren
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

May 16, 1980

David Hugh Chambers  *George Lewis
Michael Steven Heutmaker  John Robert Schu

December 21, 1979

*Mark Eugene Tohlen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

May 16, 1980

magna cum laude

*Cynthia Anne Frank  *Norma J Taber

May 16, 1980

Kevin Farley Brand  *George Lewis
John Quentin Dalsanto  Rita Kam-Ping Li
James Phillip Ferguson  David L Williams

December 21, 1979

cum laude

*Joseph Avery Hammons

August 17, 1979

cum laude

Randall Michael Hoven

August 17, 1979

Tanya Elisha Jackson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (ENGINEERING)

May 16, 1980

*Terry Patrick Dyer  Andrew John Merlino
Steven Miles Freedman  *Michael Philip Pagoria
Larry Chih Ho

December 21, 1979

Joseph Agboola Adeoti  David K Mazer
Douglas James Hunt  David Anthony Tallarigo
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THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Director

MASTER OF SCIENCE

May 16, 1980

In Chemical Engineering
John Francis Bergen
Luis A Lopez Latorre
Patrick Leo Mills

In Civil Engineering
Steven Eric Baldini
Amir Parviz Izadpanah
Kamran Izadpanah

In Computer Science
Gilad Bashani
David Earl Beecher
Carol J Cox
Richard Reinhold Heye
Richard Dehn Riggs
David E Rogers
Bruce Kenneth Speyer
Harlan M Stenn
Amir Hossein Teimoortagh

In Electrical Engineering
Steven Howard Goldberg
John Andrew Hanpeter, Jr.
Eric Elliot Johnson
Gary Matlof
James Milton, Jr.
Howard Alan Neuwirth-Hirsch
Joseph Paul Schurmann
Richard W St. Denis
Charles Thomas Sullivan
Kou-Hu Tzou
Christopher Paul Zobkiw

In Mechanical Engineering
Mohamad Reza Sabourrouh Aghdam
Stephen Caldwell Cannon
Byung Sun Kim
Timothy Wai Hung Ko
Majid Saghafi
Stephen Arthur Schaller
Mohsen Mustafa Sheibani
Albert E Tung

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Catherine Marie Cook
Curran Fletcher Douglass
Marcus B Feldman
Dubong Kim
Norma J Taber
Kenneth Dean Vorthmann

In Technology and Human Affairs
Roberta Lynn Fox
Lynn Louise Hepler
Charles Guerette Kick III
James Edward Minnick
In Chemical Engineering
Ho-Chi Kao
John Douglas Lindsay
Etratessadat Malek Masoumy
Gary Robert Maxwell
Abiodun James Omoleye
Kurt Jon Slep
Thomas Ronald Spargo, Jr.

In Civil Engineering
Stephen Daniel Hetrick

In Computer Science
Peter Christian Larrington
Paul Jude McBryan
James Vincent Niemann
William John Zdrodowski

In Electrical Engineering
Jean Marc Pierre Delavaux
James Lawrence Gebhart
James Karl Montrose

In Mechanical Engineering
Perry Oswald Lee
Hirae Madooglu
John George Niemeyer
Ching-Whei Winston Song

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Mark D Hamlen
Joseph Avery Hammons
Marija Dragoljub Ilic
Chong Kok Ong
Jose A Salinas
Kala Seidu
Mark William Spong
Douglas Wei-Ming Wang

In Technology and Human Affairs
Anna Louise Culler
David Worthington Culler
Harold Marriott Draper III

August 17, 1979

In Chemical Engineering
Yen Chen
Olagappan Muthu
Stephen Howard Sands
Jow-Lih Su
Henry P Tam
Anthony Tzarnas
Norman Ching-Lung Tseng

In Civil Engineering
Atilla Catak
Marc Sanders Grunert
Boummy Soumountha

In Computer Science
Yaw-Poh Lim

In Electrical Engineering
Ross Dale Livengood

In Mechanical Engineering
Kow-Syng Jen
David Eldridge Stevens

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Ronald K Y Char
John Richard Zavgren, Jr.

In Technology and Human Affairs
Joseph Gress
Wallace John Hopp
David W Mayer II
Francine Helen Pollack
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DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 16, 1980

In Chemical Engineering
Kishor Purushottam Gadkaree
*Patrick Leo Mills

In Civil Engineering
Jacques Philippe Chapuis
Gholamhossein Masoumy

In Computer Science
Margaret Ann Eastwood
Paula Jeane Hagan
Annette Jean Krygiel

In Electrical Engineering
Kirby Hugh Nichols
Louis Paul Rubinfield

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Patricia Ellen Wirth

December 21, 1979

In Civil Engineering
Joseph Lee Hutchins, Jr.
Bigan Yarjani

In Computer Science
Unahit Garnjana-Goonchorn
Georges Spiridon Nicolas

In Control Systems Science and Engineering
Nageswara-Rao Vemula

In Mechanical Engineering
William Geoffrey Cobourn
Abraham Eipe
Hugo Alejandro Ernst

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Krishna V Prasad
Jagjit Singh
Keh-Wen Whang

August 17, 1979

In Applied Mathematics and Computer Science
Anthony George Kassos, Jr.

In Chemical Engineering
Kevin Richard Hirschbuehler

In Civil Engineering
Arthur Monsey

In Computer Science
Petre Nichifor Turcu

In Systems Science and Mathematics
Eugene Paul Schlereth
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by
CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES, Diploma of Architecture, M.·Arch., Dean

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

May 16, 1980

Charles Elbert Bell
William Cramp Berman-Melcher
Laura L Billisits
Olatunji Olumide Bolu
Diane Tilton Bynum

*Robert Kent Clough
Melanie Jane Francis
Maho Goto
Dennis James Hall
Clifford William Ham
Paul Jennings Henderson
Theodore Tilghman Herring, Jr.
Stephen Scott Heyl
William Frederick Joseph
Paul Richard Krehbiel

Jeffrey Arthur Kreshtool
Garret Kolman Krishan
Peter Gifford Longley
Werner H Maassen, Jr.
Sheree Elizabeth Noble
Wendy Booken Peskin
Ripley Albert Rasmus
*Bruce Anthony Schmitt
Paul Robert Sedovic
Robin Sen
Kimball Whiting Staples
Michael Alan Thomas
Robert Charles Vagnieres, Jr.
Andrew Wadham Wright

December 21, 1979

*Michael Roth Appleton
Thomas Tilden Bailey
Paul Frederick Benton
Robert Peter Bosworth
Daniel William Boxx
Grace W Chan
Allen Bisco Cross, Jr.
Robert Carl Fischer, Jr.
Eliot Brent Garber
Richard Adams Lehner

*John Maglader
Stephen Thomas Morgan
F William Morris
Robert Brown Nevel

David Carroll Orr
Constantine Papailiopoulos
Sheldon David Peskin
Gregory John Polanik
Stuart I Pressma
May Shen
Patricia Ann Shultz
Laurie Ann Sperling
Brenda Plummer Stanfield
Robert Leonard Tempest II
Varnavas Athanasiou Varna
William Thomas Wells
David Wyot Woods

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN

May 16, 1980

Donna Jeanne Boudot
Kenneth L Irons, Jr.
Adarsh Kumar
Ming-Kwong Lan

Robert Louis Schmidt
Shyam Ramdas Taggarsi
Vishvapiya

August 17, 1979

Jonathan Oliver Barrett

Hiroshi Tanamachi
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 16, 1980

David T Abrahams  James Anthony Herchenbach
Craig M Alexander  John David Hershberger
Robert Allen Anderson  Betina Ann Hester
Rosalind Nanette Bell  Cheri M Hines
Robert Gregory Beller  Dennis Robert Hunter
Patricia Anne Bettlach  Colette Suzanne Jaffe
Sherlyn Elaine Betts  Carol Suzanne Johnson
Jeffery Alan Bevan  Kevin Stuart Johnson
Linda Bielenberg  Scott Franklin Johnson
David Wolfe Black  William Bernard Jones
Nathan Lee Bloch  Fern Donna Josephs
Christine Elise Boemer  Richard Song-Uk Kim
Michael Stuart Chaut  Steve Allen Kloessner
Peggy Sue Chin  Jeffrey Paul Knapp
Vickie Lynn Cracchiola  Jon David Kriegel
Donna Ilene Diamond  David Glennon Kullman
William F Ehlers  Steven M Kymes
William Scott Fagan  Lisa Joy Lecker
Timothy Randall Faltus  Sheila Ellian Lewis
Randal Scott Farber  Ira Loren Libanoff
Arlene Fay Feit  Daniel Lee Littman
John Patrick Ferraro  Sandra Ellen Madow
Brad Davis Fogel  Shawn Mahoney
Daniel Patrick Ford  Robert Stephen Mattoon
Randall Jay Frapart  Becky Lee Maxwell
Venita Joyce Fuller  Ethan Gary Milkes
Michelle Beth Gardner  Douglas Jesse Miller
Katherine Ann Garrison  Susan Irene Moran
Jean Marie Godi  Ruthellen Osherow
Michael Jay Golde  Jonathan David Peltzman
* Vivian Joy Goldman  Steven Owen Podolsky
Julian Wade Goldstein  Timothy Daniel Popp
Robert DeWayne Goley  Merrill Amy Prager
Neal Jeffrey Golub  Robert Ira Pravder
Ellen Sue Greenblatt  James Larry Pumphrey
Merilyn Greenblatt  Elisa Karen Recht
Chris Gerard Griesedieck  Margo Stoller Reckseit
John Butler Griffith  Eric Vaughn Reid
Gary Gene Gruner  Steven Paul Reise
Matthew C Hawley  *Harvey Donald Rhoads
Gloria Lynn Heimann  Charles George Rollins, Jr.
Douglas William Hellwig
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 16, 1980

Wayne K Altschul
Kristopher Norman Anderson
Charles McCausland Barnes
John Arthur Bass
Michael Joseph Bauer
Gregory Walton Berry
*Mark Alan Bluhm
Susan Alice Brightfield
Lori Lynn Brostrom
Dorothy Ellen Burgess

Alan Robert Burman
James Costen Carr
Marie Chapman Carroll
Marthanne Gilbert Carver
Fredda J Cassell
Harry Charalambous
Richard H Chibnall
*Robert Kent Clough
John Louis Cornett
William Hunt Crabbin
Michael Henry Dains
Michelle Ann Dardick
Marcel Albert Dionne
Richard Bruce Donoff
Kevin J. Dyche
Jeffrey Ward Fountain
Leslie Brian Fox
James Randolph Gibbons
Heather Burnett Gold
Gerri Lynn Gordon
Paul Mitchel Gottlieb
Kevin Joseph Haar
Joy Anita Haven
Leda C. Higgins
Steven Aaron Hoffman
Barbara Louise Hopke
Andrew Mark James
Andrew Kirk Johnstone
Fletcher Alan King
Kenneth Allen Kochbeck
Kathryn Ann Kottemann
Robert William Kranz
C. Robert Krebs
Chac Boi Kwan
Reynald Francois-Emmanuel Latortue
Eugene Lee
Steven Jerome Leen
Mark Joseph Lincoln
Richard Alexander Maier
Edward Michael Manburg
Frank Vincent Manning
Julie Ann Manning
Robert W. Martin
James Mitchell Meyer
Mark Sherman O'Brien
Rick Kenneth Oldman
Raymond Anthony Okolischan
Michael Philip Pagoria
James Henry Parks III
John Stephen Prince
Marsha Puro
Sandi Lee Hartuppee Raeber
Harvey Donald Rhoads
Herbert William Robinson III
Huldah Elizabeth Rode
David Knight Russell
Thomas Arthur Samson
Robert Lester Schapp, Jr.
Bruce Anthony Schmitt
Samuel Lee Silverstein
Thomas Richard Smith
Jeffrey Todd Stream
Thomas Folbre Taylor, Jr.
Mark Edward Thompson
Kathie Jean Tryson
Ellen Jean Vogel
Patricia McKay Watson
Jerry Leon Wheatley
Mary Slayton Wheeler
Charles Victor Zurfluh

December 21, 1979

*Michael Roth Appleton
William Dewey Armstrong
Donna Jeanne Boudot
Roland Bernard Clark
Daniel William Fridrich
John Robert Hogan
Michele Susan Kopolow
*John Magladery

William Louis Schuchat
James Edward Shifflett, Jr.
William Everett Stillman
James Michael Trull
Henry David Warshaw
*Michael Douglas Wethern
Mark Alan White

August 17, 1979

John Joseph Dwyer, Jr.
Jeffrey Alan Glass
Robert Lawrence Judson

Craig Martin Schultz
David Alan Simon
THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Candidates Presented by
RICHARD JOHN BATT, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 16, 1980

Jerry Ronald Baisch
Christine Anna Wolk Bier
Donald Walter Black
Elliott Carrson Blevins
Michael Joseph Brady
Lottie Maxine Bridges
Terrance Arthur Cady
Michael William Cahalin
Ya-Jen Cheng
James Marshall Darrish
John Robert Davies
Shirley Marie DeClue
Robert Charles Drury
Donna Lee Flowers
Thomas Edward Getchman
Jerry Glenn Hall
Kerry John Hampton
Nanisreal Marie Harrison
Peggy Joann Hatcher
Rosa JoAnn Hillard
Elizabeth Louise Johnson
Barbara Burton Kennedy
Charles Dwayne Lingle
John Merville Litton
Gloria Jane Luecking

Donald Edward Mack
William Charles McAliney
Edward F McKay
Karen Marie Moynihan
Michael Earl Neely
Evelyn Nancy Norman
Howard Spencer O’Conner
James Alfred Owens
Benson Jay Portnoy
Douglas R Powers
Mark A Rabus
Frank John Radetic
Luis Rafael Rangel
Jeannette Kaye Coleman Reed
Arthur Louis Reis
Clarence Repp, Jr.
Joe Gooding Rickman
Stanley J Schepker
Dawn Aleece Schoessler
Terry Michael Talley
Anthony Phillip Talluto
George White
Robert James White
Charles Warrick Whitney

December 21, 1979

Nellie Marguerite AuBuchon
David Lee Bertels
Daniel Joseph Blackwell
Kathleen Starbird Bolton
Emelie Caballas Clarin
Ronald Edward Emig
James Patrick Fleming
Terry Earl Floyd
John Russell Frailey
Robert Henry Frentzel
Gloria Jean Givens
Roger Stephen Gould
John William Grisham
Daniel Douglas Halwe
Beverly Joyce Hamilton
Robert Carl Hess
Ruth Elaine Hille
Linda Lee Holdman
James Paul Hoyle

John Richard Hurst
William Kenneth Jones
Norma Baker Lewis
John David Miller
Carmen Marie Opitz-Schaeffer
Michael W Owens
Richard Everett Sabinson
Michael Joseph Sharamitaro
Kenneth Ray Smith
Ruby Cozart Smith
Harold Paul Struessel
Charlotte M Stulting
Dorothy Louise Thomas
Robert Jack Thomas
Guy Emmett Vils
Mark Jeffrey Waldman
Sandra Rose Wilhite
Robert Joseph Zurfluh
August 17, 1979

Eric Raymond Beckemeyer
Ronald Gustave Bolhofner
Carl Robert Brown, Jr.
Charles Edward Brown
Marilyn Buckner Chase
Emmett Joseph Conroy, Jr.
Jack P Fitter
Helen Emily Knuth
Michael Joseph Lammert

Irma Ruth Martinez
Richard Lewis Messerly
Orville Louis Meyer
James Nassauer Rothbarth
Jacqueline Audrey Rudolph
Wynnetta Lindsey Smith
Patricia Anne Weaver Stultz
Thelda Ann VanMatre
Juana Rosella Wakefield

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING

May 16, 1980

Jo Ellen Bernstein Epstein

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY

May 16, 1980

John Fred Barozinsky
Carl David Essen
John Joseph Farrell
Thomas Charles Fierst
Richard Heck
Raymond Lee Honse
Donald George Hussman
Fred Robert Jaeckle
Gary Allen Kalmer
Edmond John Kotowski
Terry Dean Lewis
Bruce Henry Linker

Terence James Long
David Elroy Mosbacher
Edward Walter Nachtwieh
Clifford Eugene Pierson
Bernard John Schepers
Thomas Alfred Schrick
Steven G Seagrass
Larry A Shaffer
Daniel Richard Stock
Ralph Oskar Vatterott
Vincent Marion Watkins

December 21, 1979

Carl Eugene Barker
William Jack Beger
Raymond Eugene Bert
Henry Wallace Fries
Nicholas F Grbcich
John Lee Harris

Ralph Dean Kube
Robert Franklin Leacock
Ronald Allan Persons
Neal Henry Pyatt
Rickie Schaefer
Terry Leonard Spencer
August 17, 1979

Anthony Gerald Bommarito                Richard Duane Hayes
Kenneth Winfred Gerlach, Jr.

MASTER OF DATA PROCESSING

May 16, 1980

Thomas Albert Browdy                      David Alan Higman
James Paul Grayson

December 21, 1979

Thomas Michael Burns                     Robert Stephen DeLorey

August 17, 1979

Warren James Klos, Jr.
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
ROGER I. DESROSIEUX, B.F.A., M.F.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 16, 1980

Scott Alves Barton
Allison Meg Berdy
Roberta Anne Blanchard
Jane Ann Bonsack
Susan Gail Borgen
Paula Beth Boyell
Amy M J Brakarsh
Lloyd P Brauer
Maureen Lynn Brown
Stanley Howard Brown
Alison Rhodes Cannon
Carol Ann Cordes
Brigitte de Weaver
Laren Charles Droll
Elizabeth Jo Eisloeffel
Cynthia Jean Finch
Kimber Lee Fonarow
Laurel Jean Fredrickson
Laurel Elaine Goddard
Mark Burke Green
Mila Jan Hailperin
John Stuart Henley
Rebecca Marie Hoyer
Barbara Ann Jedd
Ann Elizabeth Johnson
Diane Jones
Lani A Kohoutek

Leslie Lynn Leeker
Barbara Jean Leftwich
Stephen Walter Legawiec
Kathleen Louise Loveland
Janice Marie Maher
Ian Napier McPheeley
Andrea Gail Moore
Barbara Anne Neuenhahn
Giselle Marie Nimic
Matthew O'Shea
Lisa Marguerite Paquette
Janet K Petersen
Elizabeth Scott Petrie
Lynda Sue Rosenthal
Nancy Sue Scheinman
Jennifer V Schoenberg
Brenda Ann Shirley
Debra Sue Sims
Donald F Strausser
Vernon Gerard Theiss
Barbara Hope Tonnesen
Andrea Vadner
Juliette Kingsley Watts
Susan A Wibbenmeyer
Elaine Susan Wilson
Judith Ann Witt
Melissa Ann Wood

December 21, 1979

Marjorie Anne Backup
Suzanne Maria Broz
Benjamin David Elwyn
Laurie Ann Fabian
*Dexter Michael Fedor

Glenn S Peckman
Marcia L Sokolik
Larry Joe Spivey
John Barth Timmer

August 17, 1979

Maria Josefina Boccardo
Robert Charles Rice

Daniel A Scher
Ann Lynne Shylanski
MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 16, 1980

John Joseph Earl Bjerklie
D Angelika Blanchard
Christopher Lee Carolan
Michael Dean Eckersley
Terrence Patrick Fedde
Deborah Clare Galvin
Vernon Desmond Gross
David Alan Landry
Martha Macks

Christa McGill
Edward Kieran O'Hara
Travis Raymond Ogden, Jr.
Susan Weisend Pickens
Terry L H Slade
Cordon Lunt Small
Nadeshda Stahovich
Richard Thomson
Richard Bruce Tollkuhn

August 17, 1979

Richard Read Davison, Jr.
THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 16, 1980

Lorene Anderson
Ann Bailey
Margaret R Barry
Cheryl Ann Bazzle
Susan K Benjamin
Barbara Lynne Berman
Iris June Bernau
Eula Yvonne Berry
Robert Hamilton Betts
Patricia Anne Bober
Virginia Champlin Booth
Anne Brubaker
*V Christene Burrow
Sung-Jae Choi
Beverly Cockrell
Laura Ellen Cohen
*Donna Jean Crowther
Velma Jean Davidson
Sarah Denmark
Jeanne Sue DeWitt
Richard Allen Embry
Sara Lynn English
Kathryn Ann Fadem
Fern Yvette Ferguson
Pennie Dee Fields
Nancy Joy Friedman
Carol Jean Fulkerson
Swee Kim Maureen Fung
Barbara Ann Gerber
*Joanne Meredith Gold
Louis Goldberg
Jason Goodman
MaryBeth Gordon
Shirley Graves
Deborah H Green
Deborah Kremen Greenberg
*Kathleen Ann Greminger
Sheryl M Harper
Geraldine Ann Hausdorf
*Jacqueline Lee Hippensteel
*Nancy Wilma Homan
Jeanne Kofron Huighe
Elise Landers Humphrey
*Donna Jenkins
Johnnie Brenay Owens Johnson
George Lee Judy, Jr.
Debbie Reva Kagan
Elizabeth Ann Katz
Nancy Joan Kolodny
Diana Elizabeth Kosten
Judith Korn Kreisman
Mattie LeKathryn Lake
Catherine Charles Linstead
Haw-Lin Tina Liu
Janice Ann Malley
A K M Abdul Mannan
Mary B Marecek
Maureen Louise McDonald
Kathleen Ann Meath
Pamela Sue Counsil Meyer
Agnes Litthare Mokhatla
Marc Alan Narasaki
Debbie Needleman
Janice K Niehaus
Vivien Lehman Onkeles
Mitchel Jay Orlik
Janice Dale Ort
Reida Denise Owens
Sheldon David Peskin
Pamela Ann Pettit
*Phoebe Sue Pinkerton
Beverly Gayle Raines
*Hollis Lynn Ravitz
Sally Lynn Reisenfeld
Victoria Weisbard Rich
George Aston Roberts, Jr.
Mary Lorraine Roques
Ellen Hyman Rose
Claire Nina Rosen Rosenthal
Fred Rothstein
December 21, 1979

Marlene Abrahamsen
Barbara Lois Alpert
Liza Richardson Andrew
Beverly Anderson Baker
Mary Ann Baudouin
Susan Ann Bergman
Susan Kay Bernstein
Kathryn Clark Blair
Steven Douglas Bloom
Robin Mayna Brockman
Regina Brody
Patricia Ann Campbell Buckley
Pamela Lorene Bultmann
Mary Joan Burtelow
Clellia Anne Bultmann
Welda Joyce Caswell
Sara Ann Chasman
Susan Ellen Cohen
Mary Catherine Conradt
Susan Adele Eisdorfer
Roger Eugene Ertz
Daniel C Frigo
Susan Ruth Gilbert
Doreet Goldhaber
Ronni Helene Handelman
*Deborah Ann Hirsch
Dorothy Ann Idleburg
Gary Scott James

Kay Lynn Telander
Sharon K Thomas
Nolan Maurice Thompson
Rosemary Adams Thurber
Karen F Unger
Ann Marie Valenti
Barbara Jean Voiles
Kathy Donna Wallace
Wendy Ann Wallbrunn
Katherine Warner
Jeffrey L Woled
Christina Julia Zakrzewski
Hollis D Zierler

Ann Louise Jeffrey
Sandra K Lewis Jones
Monique Katz
Emily Howard Kenan
Elayne Beth Kesselman
Sandra Schoonover Kump
Sarah Lincoln
Sheila Renee Marsh
Theresa Jeannine Marsh
Jamie Sue Meyers
Annie Mae Miles
Barbara Jean Morrow
Afia Mutyambai Mugambi
Carol Kersting Murphy
Kent Eugene Newcome
Susan Meredith Padfield
Susan Sawilowsky Pelteson
Karen Lorene Phillips
William Edward Short
Sharon Nell Smith
Randye Debra Solomon
Wendy Speziale
Mary Patricia Sutton
Mary Ann Threlkeld
Thomas Joseph Ulrich
Leo Gottlieb Weisman
Myra Berger Wildman
Frederick Bennie Wright
August 17, 1979

Laura Ann Aiello
Raja Yassin Bakheet
Albert Aaron Barton
Liliya Basu
Linda Withers Borth
Harry A Bradley
Frank Wallace Carruth
Ruth Christman Cohen
Loris Marlyn Denham
Nancy Katherine Ellis
Eteri Barbara Gabliani
Linda J Gore
Marlene Scharf Hanks
Deborah L Hartman
Amy Lucille Hilgemann
Catherine Trippensee Hirner
Carol Schilthuis Johnson
Shelby Edith Johnson
Rosemary Johnston
William James Liccione

Charles H Lockyear II
Orville David Mercer
Gary Byck Moseson
Deborah Foster Naucke
Anna Sih Nju
L Jane Nourse
Audrey Michelle Olden
Marcia Lynn Olives
David Keith Peters
Patricia Lee Scheiffer
Priscilla Mary Schulz
Joan Frani Shapiro
Diana Rose Siegel
Rejoice Dorothy Thokozile Sithole
David Aaron Sklar
Susan Saunders Stepleton
Eileen T Stritch
Wendy Joyce Weltman
Gail Sharon Winograd
THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Candidates Presented by
EDWARD THADDEUS FOOTE, LL.B., Dean

MASTER OF JURIDICAL STUDIES

May 16, 1980

Gloria Waters White

DOCTOR OF LAW

May 16, 1980

Barbara Endicott Adams
Michael Steven Anderson
Lea Anne Bailis
Carl Thomas Bauer
Jonathan W Belsky
James Michael Benson
Alan Howard Bergstein
Alison Lee Berman
Susan Montzingo Berman-Melcher
John Richard Bird
Katherine Elizabeth Bissell
*Mark Alan Bluhm
Lee Borgatta
Paul Bruce Borghardt
Lawrence Joseph Brady
Ross Benjamin Bricker
Walter Bryan Brooks
Earl William Buehner
Pamela Helen Bure
Rochelle Allyson Burnett
Sally J Calhoun
Kevin Callahan
William Thomas Carey III
Virginia Compton Carmody
James Leahy Case
Mary Haeyung Chay
Michael Louis Chernin
Rockford Roy Chastril
Byron Cohen
Gregory Robert Cole
Thomas J Cotter
John Ford Cowling

Tery Eugene Cox
Jeanne Lynn Crandall
Kenneth Donald Crews
John Wesley Deaver
Ira Doppelt
Timothy Eugene Duncan
Michael Dwyer
Toni Mitchell Eaton
Francis J Elpers
David Harvey Failer
Terrance Lynn Farris
Steven B Feirman
Howard M Fields
Daniel R Flebotte
Audrey Goldstein Fleissig
Ross Lee Fogleman III
Robert Scott Forbes
Elizabeth Hamilton Friedgut
Donald Howard Friedman
Renée M Friedman
Cynthia Garnholz
Julius Jay Gerlach
Philip Harrison Gerner III
Kathryn Jean Giddings
Andrew Clark Gold
Bruce Nevin Goldstein
*Paul Mitchell Gottlieb
Nile Dean Griffiths
Ellen Lynn Grod
Steven F Gutman
Stephen George Hamilton
David Michael Harris
Alene Venn Haskell
Patricia Winchell Hemmer
Henry Thomas Herschel
Janice E Hetland
Robbye Ellen Hill
Steven Y Hochberg
Agnes Sue Hollingshead
Carol Bellhouse Horstman
James Kevin Horstman
Stephen E Hosford
Erroll Randolph Imre
Joel Stephen Iskiwitch
Scott David Jacobsen
Beth Johnson
Bruce Douglas Johnston
Bradley G Kafka
Jill Kalishman
Daniel Jay Katz
Ellen Sue Katz
Janet Fran Katz
Richard Alan Keffer
James Robert Keller
Michael Norman Kern
Steven Lee Kessel
Elayne Beth Kesselman
Dwight Alan Kinsey
Robert Gerard Kister
Karen Lipschultz Knopf
Jeffrey S Korb
Barbara A Korb
Kathryn Ann Kottemann
Robert John Krehbiel
David Charles Lanigan
Christopher Geoffrey Lehmann
Thomas Scott Leo
Thomas Andrew Lerner
Jane Annette Levy
Tara Fran Levy
Joann Mary Leykam
Kevin J Lipson
David Littman
Daniel Martin Loewenstein
Michele Marie Lowe
Holly Susan Lutz
Judy Diane Lynch
Richard James Martin
R Trent McAuliffe
Lita Sue Menkin
Karen Sue Meyer
Mary Ansbro Moran
Gary K Morgan
Laurie Elizabeth Marchetta Muck
Kathleen Telle Mueller
Leo William Nelsen
Thomas Mandell Newmark

Catherine Roper Noll
Alison Ling Noven
Maureen C O’Connell
Judith Kathleen O’Rear
David Abbott Orenstein
Susan Elaine Page
Alvin Pasternak
Fran L Paver
Douglas Michael Pedersen
Catherine D Perry
Daniel John Piccinini
Michael Joseph Pifko
William Ralph Piper
Nancy Meredith Pyle
Stacey Myan Reines
Edward Jay Reitzes
Annette Krissi Renie
Randall Stephen Rich
David Lawrence Rieser
Claudia Ruth Rosenkoetter
Mark David Sadow
Nancy Etsuko Sasamoto
Caron Lisa Schreiber
Robert Scott Schwartz
Gina Kay Shimeall
Douglas Joshua Sidell
Steven Andrew Silverman
James Gerard Smalley
Colin Paul Smith
Gary Howell Smith
Stephen Robert Snodgrass
Ronald Scott Solow
John Israel Spangler III
Valerie Hughes Staulcup
Wayne David Struble
Jay Earle Sushelsky
Leslie Mark Szwajkowski
Robin Jane Talbert
David Hugh Taylor
Robert Alan Teppert
Timothy R Thornton
Marta H Tilney
Catherine Esther Tinker
Michael Jay Tipps
Richard Howard Toole
Richard Maurice Torack
Cecelia Urban
James M Vanderplas
Kenneth Karl Vuylstekte
John Scott Wallach
Michael Waxenber
Kelly Ann Whitaker
David Jay Yoffie
Richard David Zelkowitz
December 21, 1979

Mark Alan Brodsky
Lee Reneau Elliott
Christine Miller Hendrix
Ann Elizabeth Smith Hillebrandt
Mark Felix Makower
Karla Maria McLucas

Sandra Maria Moore
Ester Saverson, Jr.
Russell Bertram Selman
*Michael Douglas Wethern
Joseph Asher Wiseman

August 17, 1979

Edward Lee Adelman
Kathleen Virginia Barnett
Agather McKeel Falker
Bruce Edgar Hunt
Tara Winkler Lewis

Marilyn Elizabeth Dawson Peters
Quentin Read Rakestraw
Floyd Shechter
William Sims
Robert Vern Ward

June 29, 1979

Robert Stephen Kirby, Jr.

MAY 16, 1980

Charles H Blair
Mark D Bradley
Cynthia Marie Clark
Jud A Cooper
Leslie Ann Fagadau
Gary Harold Feder
Dennis Edward Kearns
James Patrick Lough
Michael Allen Markenson

Joseph Richard Meives
Thomas Hugh Mug
Jack Barry Schiffman
Peter Bryan Scott
Brice Reynolds Smith III
Denise Washington
Darrell Craig Weaver
Kathryn Ann Woollard

December 21, 1979

Christopher Mark Goodrich

Mark Jerrold Temkin

August 17, 1979

James Timothy Eaton
Paul Spurgeon McNeill, Jr.

Richard Charles Nemanick
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
GEORGE DEVER SELFRIDGE, D.D.S., Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

May 16, 1980

Sherrelyn Diane Ewell

December 21, 1979

Karin Birgitta Brown
Richard William Huetter
Keith R Kanegawa

Jeanne Elizabeth Needham
John Peter Storz
Lan Huong Thi Vu

August 17, 1979

Anne Susan Aiello
Robert William Boyle
Monte Lloyd Cooper
Richard Sterling Harris
Steven Thomas Jung
Robert James Karby
Robert Paul Kemmerer II

James Edward Merkle
John Thomas Robinson
Lloyd Barry Schwartz
Richard Michael Sigismondi
David Milton Small
Mary Theresa Thor-Neumeyer
Arthur Edward Wolf, Jr.

June 20, 1979

cum laude

Alfred Kurtz Chu
Louis Elmer Degener, Jr.

Randy Joseph Jelmini

June 20, 1979

Loren Douglass Alves
Judy Lynn Andrade
Marc Todd Arak
Ronald Shizuo Arakawa
Joe Curtis Baker
Robert Floyd Berger
Kenneth Thomas Bezan
James Erwin Bubenik
George Bernard Buongiovanni
Mazhar Masud Butt
Richard Choi
George Mackay Coleman, Jr.
Mario Vincent Conte
Stephen Dale Doan
Bruce Steven Dodge

Thomas Michael Donohue
Thomas Leslie Farmer
Lynn Keiko Fujimoto
Susan Ann Godwin
Terry John Hanley
Ralph Edward Hansen
Robert Erwin Hawkins
Mark Stephen Hoffman
Gail Renae Holcomb
John Jone Jing Hom
Scott Ivan Hope
Fred Lee Horowitz
Timothy Harold Jordan
Robert Emmet Keating III
Sidney Dean Kelly
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORAL PATHOLOGY

June 20, 1979

Yusuf Kenan Eratalay

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS

May 16, 1980

Kevin Martin Walsh

August 17, 1979

Octavio William Arana

June 20, 1979

Brent Glen Bills
Scott Elliot Feldman
Dwight Alvin Frerichs

Christopher Arthur Lines
Karen Louise Wedde

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PATHOLOGY EDUCATION

May 16, 1980

Catherine Cornick Davis

Vikki Lynne Gottsman

June 20, 1979

Connie Lee Small
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
MORRIS KENTON KING, M.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 16, 1980

Phillip Edgar Ainsworth
Janet Lynn Beatty
Mary Rebecca Brackin
Debra Ann Collins
Marjorie McCaddin Craft
Deborah Sue Denny
Caren J Fishman
Jeanne Marie Kloeckner
Susan Ellen Krohn
Claudia Ann Lifton
Susan Claire Messina

Dorothy Johnson Pennington
Julie Gale Peskin
Steven Scott Prins
Carole Sue Ragan
Ann Regina Reiley
Amy Sharon Rubin
Nancy Elaine Rupe
Linda Diane Schmidt
Eileen Sharon Sobol
Noreen Ellen Sutula

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 16, 1980

Mary Beth Stamper

December 21, 1979

Nancy Jo Bloom

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 16, 1980

Richard Karl Bauersfeld
Marlys Anne Broich
Janet S Cupples
Jean Elizabeth Erdal
Susan Joy Goldstein
Lisa Marie Hickok
Gail Marie Jacobson
Denise Marie Koschoff
Laura Marie Lepp

Lydia Lynne Matthews
Joan Eloise McClaine
Kevin McDonald
Sheila Gail Powers
Susan Elizabeth Raddatz
Ellen Jo Raider
Ricky James Topper
Jennifer Lynn Weir
M A S T E R  O F  H E A L T H  A D M I N I S T R A T I O N

May 16, 1980

Lewis Ingram Alley
Peter Mario Banus
Barbara Ann Baumann
Dennis Garry Belton
Lee Alan Bernstein
Walter Lee Boydce
Russell Eugene Cooper, Jr.
Leslie James Demme
John Steve Dubis
R Keith Erkkila
Lynn Evette Flanigan
James Brian Garrett
Donald Ray Gibson
Brad Steven Graber
Sister Barbara Grant
Rosa Lee Kamson

Jeanne Marie Kin
Pamela Ann McCole
Mark Craig Melton
Richard Norman Peterson
Stuart Eric Raynor
Phillip Dean Robinson
Thomas Anthony Rupp
Nancy Lee Shalowitz
Susan Elaine Shulman
Vanessa A Steele
Richard C Storey, Jr.
Jerry I Treppel
Kenneth A Vaudo
Benedict V Venkatesan
Todd Nord Wallenberg
Michael Ross Wills

December 21, 1979

Eugene D Barron, Jr.
Teresa Mary Luth
George Louis Pearson

Scott Philip Serota
Diven Sun

August 17, 1979

Madeline Faye Kandel

D O C T O R  O F  M E D I C I N E

May 16, 1980

Ava Marie Adams-Morris
Steven Jay Adler
Mark Irwin Aeder
Bruce Donald Akron
Laura Sand Akright
Joyce Adelle Albi
Gregory James Allen
Thomas Alan Aronson
Roy Raymond Auer, Jr.
Teddy Fritz Bader
Patricia Evelyn Bell
Herbert Everett Bevan III
Harry Colbert Blair
Matthew Scott Bodner
Rodney Wayne Brooks
Kim D Burroughs
John Cecil Butler

Steven Earl Calvin
Marla Alexandra Caras
*David Dunbar Chaplin
Michael Choy
Devoree Ann Clifton
Robert Alan Cooper
Jefferson Dee Cox
John Robert Cutler
Dennis P Devito
Harry Dinerman
Edward Michael Draper II
Elizabeth Ann Droeg
Bruce Kirby Duemler
Michael Lewis Dworkin
Timothy John Dyches
Charles James Eaton
Alan Stewart Edelman
June 20, 1979

Douglas Bruce McKenzie
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
DAVID LIVINGSTONE KIRK, Ph.D., Acting Dean

MASTER OF ARTS
May 16, 1980

In Anthropology
Carol Ann F Diaz-Granados
Michael Jeffrey Fuller
Omar E Gonzalez
John Frederick Harlan
Seong Nae Kim
Robert Gennaro Resta

In Art and Archaeology
Corine Louise Schleif

In Asian Studies
Bettina James Tytus Brawn
Lionel Millard Jensen

In Biological Sciences
Paul Edward Berry
Nancy Louise King
Jeri Lou Lane
David LeRoy Ward

In Chemistry
Chien-Kuang Chen
Douglas David Dischino
Hyun Myung Jang
Philip Frank Pagoria
Tomasz Maciej Semkow
Dwight Martin Triegaardt

In Economics
Marilynn Ann Davis
Stephen Allan Lumpkin
Fangwha Tina Shih

In Education
Mary Alice Pearson

In English and American Literature
Robert Adrian Barry III
Terry Shelden Bender
Dorris June Fredman
Sarah Tilghman Gearhart

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Dieter W Adolfs
Teri C Downs-Tillman
Alexander Erdl
Antonia Holdegel
Rebecca Kettler
Rosemary Kimmel
Niña Coulter Ware
Meike Gertraude Julia Werner

In History
Vicki Lynn Eaklor

In Japanese
Rajyashree W Pandey
In Music
James Robert Brasic
Ralph Clifford Renner
Ellen Miriam Schantz
Jon Michael Spencer
Virginia Sue Taylor

In Pathology
Marshall Burnice Bischoff

In Philosophy
Britt-Marie Christina Maylath

In Physics
Keith Sebastian Pickens
David John Ruprecht
Lewis Jones Thomas III
Bico Ko-Jen Ting
Boris P Venet
George Samuel Wilson, Jr.

In English and American Literature
Patricia Ann Poger

In French
Robert Kenneth Leutwiler

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Peter E Jesse
William Wayman Toombs
Edith Harriet Welliver

In History
Cheng-Chang Chiu
Edwin Kent Clauert Jaggard
Candice Lynn Spector

In Political Science
Bruce Charles Comring
David Norman Denemark

In Psychology
George Feden

In Spanish
Deborah Kristine Suess Baldini
Maria De Las Mercedes Falcon
Mark Stephen Hizer

In Urban Affairs
Geraldine B Friedman
Martin O'Brien Israel
June Marie McAllister

December 21, 1979

In Art and Archaeology
Margaret Harriet Cohen

In Comparative Literature
Alice Elizabeth Conway

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Michael Edward Botts
Laura Jones Crossey

In Economics
Michael Scott Alexander
Donald Monroe Brown
John Paul Calverley
Michael Lewis Smirlock
In Linguistics
Nanette S Rochberg

In Physics
James May Chiang Chen

In Political Science
Carol Anne Levinson
Thomas L Rudebusch

In Art and Archaeology
Marlene Lambert Jaffe

In Asian Studies
Margo Arleen Corriveau Racicot

In Chemistry
Stephen M Moerlien

In Chinese
Kenneth William Meyer
Harry Francis Winslow

In Comparative Literature
Shirley M Loui

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Steven Wendell Lee

In Economics
Hui-Ying Chu
Dosung Chung
William Floyd Gilliland, Jr.
Donald Gene Hagan

In English and American Literature
David George Miller

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Elaine Marie Gress
Alison Hope

In Psychology
Ramón Edward Cartwright
Patricia A Don
Fred Edward, Jr.

In Sociology
Robert Joseph Thomas

In Technology and Human Affairs
Deborah Jean McDonald

August 17, 1979

In History
Shirley J Motley Carlson
Martha Ramsey Clevenger

In Japanese
David Morton Harris

In Linguistics
David George Scotchmer

In Political Science
Barbara Ann Clark

In Psychology
Daniel L Billups
Rene Joseph dePontbriand
Terrance Keith Gibson
Stephen John Guastello
Jacquelyn Rhodes Harris
Dianna Lajewell Piggee
Veronica Retion Rice
Laurie Ellen Ross
Janice Lynn Williams
Yvonne DC Williams

In Sociology
Mark S Gallops
Peter Scott Galloway

In Technology and Human Affairs
Harry Theodore Penoff, Jr.

In Urban Affairs
Colman Ira Buchbinder
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

May 16, 1980

Irene Barbara Aft
V Christene Burrow
David Joseph Calandro
Steven Philip Chatman
Donna Jean Crowther
Christine Marie Dougherty
Mary Jane Freeman
Sue Scott Freeman
Joanne Meredith Gold
Barbara Krivo Greenfield
Kathleen Ann Greminger
Mary Stewart Neff Hall
Jayne Ilene Hanlin
Jacqueline Lee Hippensteel
Maureen Lynn Hoessle
Nancy Wilma Homan
Catherine Jenkins
Donna Jenkins
Jill Sheri Kostern
Marian Martha Langer
Barbara Ann Ramelot Lehr
Emily M Marcus
Paula J Martell
Lois Jean Olsen
Phoebe Sue Pinkerton
Hollis Lynn Ravitz
Barbara Cain Rowe
Julianna P Scheel
Jovencia Louise Scheffel
John Michael Schneider
Donna Lee Silverman
Ira Charles Slotkin
RoseMarie C Smoot
Stephanie Ann Sullivan
Thelda Ann VanMatre
Elizabeth Ann Wendling
Festus Jonathan White
Oscar Williams, Jr.
Lori Akimi Yoshida

December 21, 1979

Mary Jo Barker
Janet Elayne Boguslaw
Carolyn Tootle Brannigan
Sally Anne Breck
Susan Dean Dee
Louisa M Donovan
Daryll H Griffin
Deborah Ann Hirsch
Mildred McLeod Hylton
Edwina Cornelius White Lindsey
Dorlene Gail Meneely
Farnell Parsons
Ziva Babayoff Plutchok
Gregg Louis Ruppel
Shohreh Sarikar-Taraghi
Marie Strothmann
Sammy Thuku Tumuti
Catherine L VonHatten

August 17, 1979

Eugene Lawrence Ball
Muriel E Beckerman
Opal Mae Wagner Branch
Mary M Chipps
Roy W Clemens
Ellen Komarek Duvall
Marianne Albert Fishel
James Murry Ford
Lorraine Jessica Garfield
Jerre Kathryn Graham
Virginia Wood Haskin
Mary Penelope Helmsing
Emezuo Ogbonna Irodi
Linda Seeger Jones
Kathleen Nancy Kunimoto
Jo Anne B Leach
Kenneth Roland Leibner
Marylyn Anne Luther
Jane Elizabeth Mahan
Ruth Ann Marsh
Doris J Martin
Carol Jean Matschiner
Virginia Lamb Maull
Susan Ellen Meyer
Judith A Morton
Karen Denise Rollins Mosley
Charles L. Nesmith
Katherine Vermilye Norton
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

May 16, 1980

Judy Lee Allen

MASTER OF ARTS IN WRITING

May 16, 1980

Cheryl Ann Deep
Robert Benjamin Earleywine

Dwight Beebe Homer
Katherine Elizabeth Valin

MASTER OF MUSIC

May 16, 1980

Karen Eleanor Laubengayer
Patrick Kent Railsback

Dayne Chandler Renz
Anthony St. Pierre

December 21, 1979

Jennifer Jean Henderson

Thomas R Robertsen
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING

May 16, 1980

David Charles Albee
Marion Carol Erlichman
Diane Elizabeth Freiert
Gary Friedman
Elizabeth Ann Grundhauser
Elizabeth Jean Haney
Laurie Jalenak
Susan Jeffay

Julie Ellen Kaplan
Catherine Ann Klasing
Jean Atsumi Nakayama
Kay Diane Rabbitt
Susan Elizabeth Roberts
Phyllis Rudman
Nancy Ilene Stein

ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION

May 16, 1980

Brenda L Pierce

Janis Grace Strength

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

May 16, 1980

John Joseph Milak

December 21, 1979

Elvis O'Hara Spearman

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

May 16, 1980

In Anthropology
Jennifer Gay Schirmer

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
*David Dunbar Chaplin
*Donald Alan Kennerly
*Carl William Ludvigsen, Jr.
Thea Dorothy Tlsty
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In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
Thennilapuram Parasuramaiyer Ramamoorthy

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
*Ellen Li
*Dan Rudolf Littman
*James Lawrence Salzer

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Gary Paul Kaplan
*Brian Edward Laux
*Jeff William Lichtman
Mark Tuxford Nelson

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
David A Hoisington
Corinne Elizabeth Ulbright

In Chemistry
Becky June Cornett
Karen Diane McElvany

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Thomas James Bernatowicz

In Economics
Charles Edward Heggi
Patricia Knain Little

In Education
Leon Eugene Ashford
Wallace Levaun Jones
Philip Frederick Lesser
Janice Jackson Van Buren

In English and American Literature
Sylvia Barack Fishman
Clair Wade McPherson
Carolyn Grant Wakeman

In French Language and Literature
Anna Di Palma Amelung

In Mathematics
Michael Lee Hemler

In Music
Margaret Gene Boyer
Steven Eric Plank
John Joseph Reible III
Steven Michael Schenkel
In Philosophy
Steven Perry Hughes

In Physics
Philip B Fraundorf
Gary Lee Gibian
John Richard Klepper
Charles Lee Melcher
Harry Israel Ringermacher

In Political Science
Lois Hecht Oppenheim

In Psychology
Alan Carl Baldinger
Terry Sai-Wah Gock

In Social Work
Lois Hauck Pierce
Herbert John Staulcup
Barbara Young Whitman

In Sociology
Lois Anne Daniels
Mary Elizabeth Gallagher
Larry G Van Sickle

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and Systemic Biology)
Andrea Jeanne Perejda

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Susan Mary Daniels-McQueen
David Ross Engelke
Philip Michael Kelley

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Pamela Dolkart Gorin

In Business Administration
Maurry James Tamarkin

In Chemistry
Chen-Cheu Yu
Chorng-Tao Yu

In Communication Sciences
Judith Larue Lauter

In Economics
Mark McBride
Roger L Pupp

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Monika Franzen

In History
Ruth Gordon Hastie

In Microbiology and Immunology
Judith M Connett

In Molecular Biology
Peter Albert Gegenheimer

In Neurobiology
Suzanne Elizabeth Gregoire

In Physics
Lawrence Joseph Busse
David Girard Sandler
Jack Tueller

In Psychology
Jeffrey Charles Levenkron
Araba Hannah Walton

In Social Work
Mordecai Magencey

December 21, 1979
August 17, 1979

In Anthropology
Susan Valentine Hopper

In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
David L Cox

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Ann Elaine Chapman
Ann Christie Ector King
Gilbert Raymond Mintz

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Lary Dale Andrews
Erik Stephen Schweitzer
Mildred Sze-Ming Yang

In Chemistry
Thomas Gregory Braga

In Comparative Literature
Kari Elise Lokke

In Economics
Mark E Bayless
Thomas Paul Boehm
Salim Uddin Chishti
Robert Henry DeFina
James Joseph Grunloh
Donald Allan Larson
Jorge Luis Martinez-Vazquez

In Education
Marilyn Rae Cohn
Robert Beamer Kottkamp
Wallette Coles Lynch
Robert Edward Smith
Margaret Eleanor Wall

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Erika Emma Klusener

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Claudia Schaefer

In Japanese and Comparative Literature
Marilyn Jeanne Miller

In Mathematics
Bo-Yuan Chiu
Leslie Owen Foged

In Microbiology and Immunology
Dennis Edson Dohner

In Molecular Biology
David Paul Carlson

In Music
John Rex Cubbage

In Philosophy
Debra Aidun
Nelson Allen Blue

In Physics
Suzanne Alsop Gronemeyer
Otto Francis Sankey

In Psychology
Warren Lee Danziger
Don Alan Powell
Laura Fran Schweitzer

In Social Work
Michael Henry Bowler
Uma S T Anand Segal

In Sociology
Irene Jeane Dabrowski
Thomas Robert Hyngstrom
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community, Lisa Jo Anderson, Robert Blake Fultz, Rose Elaine Jones, Becky Lee Maxwell, Eric Plutzer, Jeffrey Stephen Stearns, Jayne Ellen Tobin

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Black Scholar Honor List, Pamela Balls, Gina Lenora Henderson, Rose Elaine Jones, John D Stuart

Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship:
In Music, Joel Elliot Caplan, Thaddeus McCawley Suits
In Political Science, David Norman Denemark, James Bernard McLindon, Elizabeth Olmsted, Albert Lee Tang
In Speech and Hearing, David Charles Albee, Marion Carol Erlichman

F. Ward Denys Prize in English, Steven Michael Taibl
Frederick Douglas Award, Rose Elaine Jones

Dramatics Club Prize, Daniel Vincent Belfontaine, Cindy Lee Kalman, Stephen Walter Legawiec, Deborah Lee Sinclair
Todd Lewis Friedman Prize, Barry J Lyons

J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Scott Cullen Burris, James Bernard McLindon
Honorable Mention: Denise Louise Hartsough, Ann Franklin Paul
Roger Conant Hatch Poetry Prize, Co-winners: George Bebensee, Joseph Gerard Kobylas
Honorable Mention: Toby Muller, Alan Michael Parker
John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize, Scott J Weissman
Margaret Ewing Prize, Patrick J Ravey, Jr., Patrice Lynn Klein

Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science, Elizabeth Olmsted
Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, Robin R Mack
Honorable Mention: Janie Lander, Dwight B Homer
Patrice Lumumba Award, Diane Abner, Flint Woodruff Fowler, Gina Lenora Henderson, Rose Elaine Jones, Carol Evan Spencer
Ernest L. Ohle Award in Earth Sciences, Mark Victor Grieshaber
John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Jon Daniel Bosse
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, Joseph B Feiner
Putnam Exam Prize, Adam Daniel Helfer, Eric Daniel Mjolsness

Paul Robeson Award, Christine Annette Ford (Nkenge Mganga Mavusi)
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, Edward Henry Hausladen, Roger Paul Woods
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Linda Marie Klutho
W. A. Tarr Honorary Award in Earth Sciences, Leslie Jean Sonder

Shirley McDonald Wallace Prize in History, John M Heimann
Carter G. Woodson Award, Gina Lenora Henderson
Louis G. Zelson Prize, Juliesta Torres
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
HONORS AND AWARDS FOR GRADUATING STUDENTS 1979-80

Glenn Arthur Abramczyk
   Erwin C. Hoelscher Memorial—ASME Outstanding Senior Award (1979-80)
   Joseph Raziel Prize to Outstanding Mechanical Engineering Junior (1979)

Deborah Marie Archer
   Student Award of Saint Louis Section of ASCE for service and scholarship during the academic year (1980)
   Patrice Lumumba Award (1980)

David Alan Arnovitz
   Departmental Award for Academic Excellence (1980)

Walter Richard Bosch
   Dean's Award for Exceptional Academic Achievement (1980)
   Outstanding Electrical Engineering Junior Award (1979)

Christopher Neil Carlson
   Electrical Engineering Department Outstanding Junior Award (1978)
   Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship (1977)
   School of Engineering and Applied Science Design Contest Lowerclassmen, 2nd Place (1976)

Cynthia Anne Frank
   Electrical Engineering Department Outstanding Senior Award (1980)
   Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1980)
   Siam Chapter Award (1979)

John Charles Galanis
   Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship (1978)

Steven Roger Lindemann
   Dean's Award for Exceptional Academic Achievement (1980)
   Outstanding Achievement Award—awarded by the St. Louis section of AICHE for Exceptional Achievement in both scholastic and extra-curricular activities while an undergraduate at Washington University (1980)

Nancy Underwood Lynch
   Department of Civil Engineering for Outstanding Scholarship (1980)

Susan Marie Manns
   Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship (1978)

Virginia Susan McAllister
   Corporate Simulation Games Competition: Third Place (1978)

Nolan Joseph Millet
   Society of Black Engineers Outstanding Freshman Scholar (1977)

Alan Joel Mindlin
   1st Prize—IEEE St. Louis Section Student Paper Contest Title: “Application of a Microcomputer to the Control of a Coupled Solar-wind Power Generation Systems” (1980)
   St. Louis Electrical Board of Trade Award (1980)
   Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholarship (1978)

Kevin Mark Mowery
   Outstanding Achievement Award—awarded by the St. Louis section of AICHE for exceptional achievement in both scholastic and extra-curricular activities while an undergraduate at Washington University
Stephen Arthur Schaller  
Joe B. Butler Memorial Award of the Missouri Society of Professional Engineers (1978)

Robert Lester Schapp  
Student Chapter of the AGM (1980)

Jeffrey Edwin Simpson  
Technology and Human Affairs Departmental Senior Awards (1980)

Jerrie Lynne Smith  
SWE/RCA Scholarship (1979)

Norma Jean Taber  
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1980)

Jayne Ellen Tobin  
Meritorious Achievement Award—awarded by the St. Louis section of AICHE for excellent achievement in both scholastic and extra-curricular activities while an undergraduate at Washington University (1980)

Garey Douglas White  
Department of Civil Engineering Award for Outstanding Scholarship (1980)

Gilbert S W Wong  
Scholarship Award of the St. Louis Chapter of ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-Conditioning Engineers) (1979-80)
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Alpha Rho Chi Medal, Robert Brown Nevel

American Institute of Architects Medal, William Cramp Berman-Melcher;
Runner-up, Robin Sen

Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts Award, Melaine Jane Francis

Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, William Cramp Berman-Melcher,
Melanie Jane Francis, Robin Sen, Michael Clair Simpson

Women's Architectural League of the St. Louis Chapter, American Institute of Architects Award, Edward Bennett Trinin
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Advertising Club of St. Louis Award, Michelle Beth Gardner
American Marketing Association of St. Louis Award, David Glennon Kullman
Black Scholar Honor List, Rosalind Nanette Bell, Sherlyn Elaine Betts, James Larry Pumphrey
L. J. Buchan Prize, Marsha Puro
Financial Executives Institute Award, Steven Owen Podolsky
Max A. Hayutin Honorary Award, Mark Joseph Lincoln
John Wayne Latchum, Jr. Memorial Award, Kenneth Allen Kochbeck
Lindell Trust Company Prize in Banking and Finance, Shawn Mahoney
Patrice Lumumba Award, Rosalind Nanette Bell, Sherlyn Elaine Betts, Carol Suzanne Johnson, James Larry Pumphrey
Master of Business Administration Scholar Award, Marie Chapman Carroll, Kevin J Dyches, Joy Anita Haven, Mark Joseph Lincoln, Frank Vincent Manning, Linda Christine Rudoff, Theresa Jean Schreiber
Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants, Richard Frederic Sayah
Tartanian Phillips Award, Marie Catherine Burstein
Wall Street Journal Award, Eric Vaughn Reid, Frank Vincent Manning

High Honors

William F Ehlers
William Scott Fagan
Timothy Randall Faltus
Vivian Joy Goldman

Steven Owen Podolsky
Richard Frederic Sayah
Theresa Jean Schreiber

Honors

Randal Scott Farber
Michelle Beth Gardner
Neal Jeffrey Golub
Ellen Sue Greenblatt
John Butler Griffith
John David Hershberger
Fern Donna Josephs

David Glennon Kullman
Shawn Mahoney
Steven Paul Neiffer
Margo Stoller Reckseit
Eric Vaughn Reid
Rosalyn May Welsh
Craig H Zetley
THE SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Final Honors

Anthony Gerald Bommarito
Ya-Jen Cheng
Emelie Caballas Clarin
James Marshall Harrish
James Patrick Fleming
Kerry John Hampton
John Lee Harris
Raymond Lee Honse
Donald George Hussman

Edmond John Kotowski
Ralph Dean Kube
Gloria Jane Luecking
Joe Gooding Rickman
James Nassauer Rothbarth
Rickie Schaefer
Thelda Ann VanMatre
Guy Emmett Vils

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Grace M. Bell Scholarship Award, Andrea Vadner
Black Scholar Honor List, Diane Jones

Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Award, Laurel Jean Fredrickson
Thomas R. Blow Scholarship Award, Brigitte de WEVER, Laurie Ann Fabian,
Laurel Jean Fredrickson, Matthew O’Shea, Glenn S Peckman
St. Louis Community College Scholarship, Donald F Strausser

Fred Conway Art Fellowship, Alison Rhodes Cannon, Laren Charles Droll
Helen Falbfish Memorial Scholarship Award, Andrea Gail Moore
Ford Foundation Scholarship, Susan Gay Borgen, Gisele Marie Nimic,
Lisa Marguerite Paquette

Mrs. Gustav F. (Hazel) Goetsh Art Award, Alison Rhodes Cannon
Carolyn Janis Risque Award, Nancy Sue Scheinman
Kellwood Foundation Scholarship Award in Fashion Design, Barbara Anne Neuenhahn
Alfred Landesman Drawing Award, Elaine Susan Wilson
Patrice Lumumba Award, Diane Jones

Eliza McMillan Scholarship Award, Roberta Anne Blanchard, Susan Gail Borgen,
Maureen Lynn Brown, Alison Rhodes Cannon, Laren Charles Droll,
Elizabeth Jo Eisloeffel, Kimberly Lee Fonarou, Laurel Jean Fredrickson,
Lani A Kohoutek, Janice Marie Maher, Lisa Marguerite Paquette,
Nancy Sue Scheinman, Andrea Vadner, Juliette Kingsley Watts,
Susan A Wibenmeyer, Elaine Susan Wilson

John T. Milliken Traveling Scholarship Award, Laurel Jean Fredrickson

John T. Milliken Scholarship Award, Maria J Boccardo, Alison Rhodes Cannon,
Larry Joe Spivey, Andrea Vadner, Elaine Susan Wilson
Tanasko Milovich Scholarship Award, Susan A Wibenmeyer
Ruth Kelso Renfrow Art Club Scholarship Award, John Stuart Henley,
Nancy Sue Scheinman

Julia Mary and Elizabeth Charlotte Secor Award, Marjorie Anne Backup,
Kimberly Lee Fonarou, Laurel Jean Fredrickson, Lynda Sue Rosenthal,
Jennifer V Schoenberg

Irving L. Sorger Memorial Scholarship Award, Marcia L Sokolik
Ellen Battell Stoeckel Fellowship (Art Division of the Yale Summer School of Music
and Art), Alison Rhodes Cannon

Washington University Chancellor’s Scholarship, Alison Rhodes Cannon,
Elizabeth Jo Eisloeffel, Laurie Ann Fabian, Laurel Elaine Goddard,
Janet K Petersen, Barbara Hope Tonnesen, Juliette Kingsley Watts
Samuel Weitz Photography Award, Kathleen Louise Loveland,
Lisa Marguerite Paquette

Lillie Elise Willemsen Award, Lani A Kohoutek, Glenn S Peckman
Edmund Henry Wuerpel Award, Susan Gail Borgen, Mark Burke Green
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Alumni Association Prize, Karen Lipschultz Knopf

Judge Samuel M. Breckinridge Prize: First Prize, Michele Marie Lowe
Second Prize, Steven Y Hochberg

The Breckinridge Scholarship Prize, First Prize, Karen Lipschultz Knopf
Second Prize, Valerie Hughes Staulcup

Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Kathleen Telle Mueller

Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award, Richard James Martin

International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Robbye Ellen Hill,
Ross Benjamin Bricker

Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Michael Dwyer

Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, David Michael Harris

Milton F. Napier Trial Award, Timothy R Thornton

The Order of Barristers, Walter Bryan Brooks, Terrance Lynn Farris,
David Michael Harris, Kathryn Ann Kottemann, Thomas Andrew Lerner,
Michele Marie Lowe, Catherine Esther Tinker

The Order of the Coif, Michael Steven Anderson, Lea Anne Bailis,
Paul Bruce Borghardt, James Leahy Case, Audrey Goldstein Fleissig,
David Michael Harris, Alene Venn Haskell, Patricia Winchell Hemmer,
Janice E. Hetland, Ann Elizabeth Smith Hillebrandt, Michael Norman Kern,
Karen Lipschultz Knopf, Robert John Krehbiel, Kathleen Telle Mueller,
Thomas Mandell Newmark, Catherine D. Perry, Mark David Sadow,
Colin Paul Smith, Stephen Robert Snodgrass, Valerie Hughes Staulcup

United States Law Week Award, Lea Anne Bailis
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Dental Alumni Award, Alfred Kurtz Chu
Richard Bengel Awards, Alfred Kurtz Chu, Robert Victor Rivlin
Otto Brandhorst Leadership Award, James Michael Whitt
Anna Brendall Award, Randy Joseph Jelmini, Thomas Edward O'Conn
Dentsply International Merit Award, Bruce Steven Dodge, David Michael Rainero
Edward R. Hart Award, David Michael Rainero
Edgar S. Hill Memorial Award, Alfred Kurtz Chu
American Academy of Anesthesiology Certificate, Alfred Kurtz Chu
American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, David Michael Rainero
American Academy of General Dentistry Award, Thomas Edward O'Conn
American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Certificate, Robert Louis Martinich
American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, Susan Ann Godwin
American Academy of Periodontology Award, James Michael Whitt
American Association of Endodontists Award, Randy Joseph Jelmini
American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Award, Robert Erwin Hawkins
American Association of Orthodontists Award, Scott Ian Hope
American College of Stomatologic Surgeons Award, David Michael Rainero
American Society of Dentistry for Children Certificate, Thomas Edward O'Connor, Sidney Dean Kelly
International College of Dentists Award, Robert Curtis Paxton
J. D. White Award, Mario Vincent Conte
Mosby Book Awards:
Oral Surgery, Robert Erwin Hawkins
Orthodontics, Mark Steven Rothstein
Prosthodontics, Louis Elmer Degener, Jr.
Alpha Omega Award, Alfred Kurtz Chu
Alpha Omega Certificate Award, Mark Steven Rothstein
Delta Sigma Delta Award, David Michael Rainero
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Award, Randy Joseph Jelmini
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, Alfred Kurtz Chu, Louis Elmer Degener, Jr.
Stephen Dale Doan, Randy Joseph Jelmini, Robert Emmet Keating, Blair Isaac Losee, Scott Bernard Murray, David Michael Rainero, Robert Victor Rivlin
Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, Alfred Kurtz Chu
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, Robert Erwin Hawkins
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Ray Lannom Watts
American Medical Women's Association, Inc., Scholarship Achievement Citations, Maria Alexandra Caras, Pamela Ruth Edmonds, Silvia Santamarina Fojo, Robin Lee Heise, Ellen Li, Bette Anne Lovejoy, Rachel Bernice Sorokin
Alexander Berg Prize in Microbiology and Immunology, Dan Rudolf Littman
The Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award, Mary Grace Gregg
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Robert Carey Fried
Robert Carter Medical School Award, Steven Barry Perlmutter
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Herbert Everett Bevan III
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Mark Stephen Ibsen
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation/National Medical Fellowships Merit Award, Shirley Mae Knight
John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Ellen Li
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Prize in Surgery, William Grant Stevens
Lange Medical Publications Book Awards, Dennis Peter Devito, Pamela Ruth Edmonds
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery, Ray Lannom Watts
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, James Alan Shayman
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Jeffrey Paul Tillinghast
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Donna Aiko Kono
Merck Manual Awards, Maria Alexandra Caras, Janice Marie Lage, Robert John Raish
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Steven Roy McGee
C. V. Mosby Book Awards, David Dunbar Chaplin, Silvia Santamarina Fojo, John Hiroshi Kuwata
St. Louis Internists' Club Award, Donald Alan Kennerly
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prizes, Shirley Mae Knight, Andrew Aloysius Wolff
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, John Williams
Sidney I. Schwab Prize in Psychiatry, John Hiroshi Kuwata
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Robin Lee Heise
Upjohn Achievement Award, Robert Jon Saltman
Samson F. Wennerman Prize in Surgery, Randall Lee Miller
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, David Gardner Mutch
James Henry Yalem Prize in Dermatology, Maxine Claire Tabas-Myers
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiates, Maria Alexandra Caras, David Dunbar Chaplin, Jefferson Dee Cox, Pamela Ruth Edmonds, David Scott Grubbs, Robin Lee Heise, Michael Porter Kappelman, Donald Alan Kennerly, Paul Bernard Kilzer, Jeffrey Bruce Kramer, Robert William Laakman, Ellen Li, Dan Rudolf Littman, Randall Thomas Loder, Bette Anne Lovejoy, Steven David Mark, Steven Roy McGee, Vincent James Quagliarello, Robert John Raish, James Alan Shayman, Rand Washburn Sommer, Rachel Bernice Sorokin, Jeffrey Paul Tillinghast, Ray Lannom Watts

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
With Distinction
Debra Ann Collins
Deborah Sue Denny

HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
Final Honors
Lee Alan Bernstein
Thomas Anthony Rupp
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COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel Robert W. Browning, M.Ed., United States Army, Professor of Military Science

UNITED STATES ARMY
Issued by the Secretary of the Army

SECOND LIEUTENANT, REGULAR ARMY
*Jeffrey Paul Knapp
*Barbara Alice Rimbach

SECOND LIEUTENANT, ARMY RESERVE
Bryant Gregory Snee

The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel Jack P. Lundgard, M.A., United States Air Force, Professor of Air Force Aerospace Studies

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force

SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE
Bret Jay Smith

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)

Army commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 P.M., May 16, 1980. The public is invited.
Presentation Receptions

Immediately following Commencement, the Deans will hold Presentation-Receptions for members of the graduating classes, their families and friends. These receptions will be held at the following locations:

**The College of Arts and Sciences**
The Quadrangle near Beaumont Pavilion and the area on the north side of Graham Chapel—
in the event of rain, Holmes Lounge

**The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences**
The Women's Building

**The School of Engineering and Applied Science**
The Millstone Plaza between Bryan Hall and George F. McMillen Laboratory—in the event of rain, The Millstone Lounge

**The School of Law**
Graham Chapel and the Seeley G. Mudd Informal Lounge

**The Graduate School of Business Administration**
Edison Theatre and the Bowles Plaza in Mallinckrodt Center—
in the event of rain, Shoenberg Galleries in Mallinckrodt Center

**The George Warren Brown School of Social Work**
Brown Auditorium and Brown Lounge

**The School of Continuing Education**
South East Terrace of Brookings Hall—in the event of rain, Rebstock 215

**The School of Fine Arts**
Steinberg Auditorium

**The School of Architecture**
Givens Hall

**The Program in Occupational Therapy**
Alumni House

**The Program in Physical Therapy**
“Top of the Sevens” (7777 Bonhomme, Clayton)

**The Health Administration and Planning Program**
Program Classrooms and Lounge

**The School of Medicine**
A.J. Cervantes Convention Center
Rest rooms are available in the following buildings:

ALUMNI HOUSE  GEORGE F. McMILLEN LABORATORY
BROWN HALL  MONSANTO BUILDING
BRYAN HALL  STEINBERG HALL
MUDD BUILDING  WOMEN’S BUILDING